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Best wishes,

Darren Goldney 
Managing Director, Unitas Wholesale

Hello and welcome to the spring issue of Today’s Retailer!

Darren Goldney, Managing Director, Unitas Wholesale

Welcome to Today's Retailer Issue 40
News, promotions, advice and legislation for independent convenience retailers

© Unitas Wholesale 2019. All Rights Reserved.   View publishing details and terms and conditions  >

Darren Goldney Unitas is here to help your 
business’ profits and offer

you valuable support. 
Find out more > 

Retailers are saving more 
than £3,000 per year! 

Start saving now >

Drop
Shipment
& Services

"Unitas will always be there to provide support, guidance and new 
initiatives to help you run a sustainable, profitable business."

We have some great advice for you to generate incremental 
sales this Mother’s Day, including an exclusive interview 
with a London-based florist to advise how best to manage 
any fresh flowers you may offer. 

Boost your sales of soft drinks, confectionery, crisps and 
snacks with the launch of the NEW 2019 Impulse Core Range 
Guide.  The guide features updated core and extended 
range guidance which reflects key changes in the market.  
It also includes newly added impulse lines from own-brand 
ranges which are now available exclusively from Unitas 
wholesale member depots following the merger of Today’s 
Group and Landmark to become Unitas Wholesale Ltd. 
Find out about the benefits of Unitas here>

Finally, important tobacco regulations come into force in 
May. Read our ‘Track and Trace’ guide on page 24 to find out 
what you need to do between now and then.
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BDM Graeme shares his experience of helping 
retailers increase their profits 
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Darren Goldney, managing director of Unitas Wholesale, 
outlines his vision for the future in this exclusive interview 
with Today’s Retailer.

Back to contents page

Valuable and trusted support 
for independent retailers

Why was Unitas formed?

“The merger of Today’s Group and Landmark Wholesale to create Unitas Wholesale was formed 
to help independent retailers compete and win in a competitive marketplace. Unitas, which 
means ‘together’, includes 180 independent wholesalers with a combined buying power of 
more than £8bn. We negotiate deals from one central office and provide excellent promotions 
to the thousands of independent retailers supplied by our wholesaler members.”

What feedback have you received from retailers?

“So far, it’s been extremely positive. It’s encouraging to see so many retailers and  
wholesalers embracing and benefiting from initiatives such as Plan for Profit and Drop 
Shipment and Services.”

What will retailers see as Unitas develops?

“Our larger scale means our services can grow and improve. We will continue to offer retailers 
the existing Today’s Group symbol fascias, plus Lifestyle Express, as well as membership of 
our ‘Every Day Value’ retail club for those retailers who wish to keep their existing fascia. 

Our increased wholesale membership means more retailers can access our exclusive Symbol 
and Every Day Value consumer promotional programme, which is supported with POS 
and leaflets.

Retailers can benefit from great quality and value through our successful Own Label range of 
more than 150 SKUs. These brands include Lifestyle, Lifestyle Value, LSV, Vintners Collection, 
Prince Consort, Amber Strong, V*dgrad, and No3 cigarettes.”

Darren Goldney,
Managing Director, Unitas Wholesale



How is Unitas helping retailers tackle common challenges?

“We recognise that cost control is a key focus for independent retailers, which is why we’ve 
developed our ‘Save More and Sell More’ initiative with our Drop Shipment and Service suppliers. 
We’re focused on cost reductions in areas such as utilities, credit cards, banking, uniforms, and 
waste collections. 

  

We also work closely with trade bodies to help retailers understand and prepare for any 
legislation and operational challenges.”

8 UNITAS NEWS8

What new initiatives are coming soon?

“We’ve invested in an online training portal called Bolt Learning. It will soon be available to retailers 
through our wholesale membership, and we’re hoping to trial this in the upcoming months. 

We’re also piloting two new initiatives: The Plan for Profit Gap Fill programme, which will ensure 
retailers are selling the correct ranges to boost their profit, and a new “picture portal” that will 
ensure promotions are executed well in store. Retailers will have the ability to upload photos to 
demonstrate their promotional compliance and could earn financial rewards as a result.“

Will Unitas change the way a retailer 
runs their store?

“No. We understand independent retailers are 
exactly that – independent – and we will never 
try to dictate how to run their stores. We will, 
however, always be here to provide support, 
guidance and new initiatives to help them run 
a sustainable, profitable business.”

Any last advice for retailers?

“Yes! Join the 8,000 retailers already using the 
Plan for Profit website and app! It’s a one-stop 
shop for core and extended range guidance, 
promotions, legal and operational advice, and 
so much more.”

                        Save money today with Drop Shipment and Services >



Back to contents page

After seven years with Today’s Group, now Unitas Wholesale, Business 
Development Manager Graeme Cooper has a wealth of experience helping 
independent retailers increase their profits.

A day in the life of…

Graeme provides support and advice to independent convenience store owners across Northern England 
and as far south as London, working alongside Unitas member wholesaler’s business development managers.

His job, he says, is to help independent retailers understand the benefits of joining Unitas Symbol Group 
and to help existing members increase their turnover. 

Recognising opportunity

Generating footfall is key. There are some principles 
that are consistent for all stores. “The first, and most 
important, is a bright, white and clean store to 
create a welcoming atmosphere and encourage 
repeat customer visits.”

Graeme’s priority is to identify how the retailer 
can improve their store to generate more sales  
and profit.

He prepares for his retailer meetings by researching 
other stores within proximity. He will also spend 
time investigating the area to understand the 
store’s location in relation to schools, homes and 
work places.

Graeme says: “I start by helping retailers with an 
overview of their area. For example, if there is a 
greengrocer and a post office nearby, I will help 
the retailer think about generating a different 
type of offer to generate footfall, such as hot 
drinks or Food to Go.” 

He says: “Ultimately, we understand that retailers are independent businesses, 
however we are here to oversee store developments and provide support, 
guidance and new initiatives to help them to run a successful operation”.

Graeme Cooper
Business Development Manager, Unitas Wholesale



8 DAY IN THE LIFE10

Overcoming challenges

“With more pressure of higher fixed costs, it’s 
important that we help retailers to ‘save and sell’ more. 

I always introduce retailers to the Unitas Drop 
Shipment and Services platform, which is designed 
to help them reduce their overheads and obtain 
excellent terms which have been specially 
negotiated on their behalf .”

Graeme adds: “A key objective for us is to ensure the Plan for 
Profit core range is merchandised in every store. The core range is 
specifically designed for independent retailers using data from 
key suppliers, wholesalers and industry bodies to meet the needs 
of all customers.” 

Click here to see how a retailer used the core range to 
increase their profits >

“We encourage retailers to recognise the value and 
‘convenience’ they offer to their local community. 
This starts by understanding why people shop at 
their store and how best to respond to their needs. 

• Do customers rush in before work looking for a          
hot drink or food to go? 

• Are there many customers looking for everyday 
household items? 

• Do kids shop on their way home from school? 

This research will help to define the type of store 
their customers need”

Click here for more information 
about becoming a Unitas 
Symbol Store >

Learn more about Drop Shipment 
and Services here, where retailers 
are saving over £3000 per year, 
on average >

Drop
Shipment
& Services

Licensed
& Tobacco

The Licensed & Tobacco category 

guide for the independent retailer

2018-19

Download the app | Visit www.todaysplanforprofit.com

Plan for

Profit

 

Grocery & 
Non Food

The Grocery & Non Food category 
guide for the independent retailer2018

Download the app | Visit www.todaysplanforprofit.com 1
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Since 1977, United Wholesale (Scotland) has kept true to its values. In today’s 
changing world, those core beliefs are key as it helps retailers face increasing 
new challenges.

Building a better future for retailers

Chris Gallacher, Group Director at United Wholesale (Scotland), says: “Retailers are facing 
lots of issues right now, from new legislation through to staff costs and multiples 
becoming more price competitive.” 

He adds: “We can’t just offer the customer a better price on a product. We also   
need to help retailers bring in more footfall to offset energy and service costs.    
The discounters and the multiples are getting more aggressive, so we need to do  
more to help retailers succeed.”

Chris Gallacher

Embracing new technology

New technology is at the heart of the efforts at United.   
The company plans to launch several apps and websites   
to increase retailer profits and drive customer loyalty.

Chris says supporting customers where they need help is   
crucial. “We know that many of our customers prefer to order 
their products on the phone or through Whatsapp, so we’ll 
always keep our resources there.”

Among its other advances is a new ordering website, tracking 
technology and auto-invoicing software. The wholesaler has 
also invested in 11 new ambient trucks, 3 new chilled vehicles, 
and new picking technology that increased its product 
picking by 25% in 2018.

Tests are also underway on a delivery app that will enable 
retailers to deliver direct to customers’ homes, while a second 
app – called ‘Darius’ – helps retailers engage with their 
customers, drive loyalty, and understand different   
customer groups.



8 WHOLESALER SPOTLIGHT12

Building a better future for retailers
Support where it’s needed

Beyond technology, United offers in-store advice and 
support for retailers, particularly around stores to 
increase sales. “We provide point of sale and our new 
merchandising team visit stores to help retailers drive 
extra sales and profits,” says Chris.

Dedicated email and telephone helplines are also 
available to retailers who want quick answers to 
any problems they have, while a monthly newsletter 
keeps retailers up-to-date about the products and 
opportunities available to them.

“We visit retailers every three weeks to ensure  
they’re getting thorough support, and we also provide 
lots of seasonal category advice,” says Chris.

Building thriving communities

Chris also believes in helping retailers understand the 
power of community. That’s why United offers social 
media training – “an extremely important tool to drive 
footfall” – and hosts regular Retailer Evenings to 
discuss a range of topics, including new legislation.

Chris says: “We’ve been serving the community since 
1977 and we can’t stress how important that is to us. 
We work with charities including UCare Foundation, 
Step Up Scotland, and Helping Hands. These 
partnerships highlight how communities benefit 
when retailers work with us.”

1.  Engage with your customers

2.  Improve your standards

3.  Invest in your business

4.  Embrace new technology

Chris Gallacher’s four ways to 
thrive in 2019:

United Wholesale contact details >

Read Chris Gallacher’s outlook for 2019 >





Save £3,000 per year with 
this five-star combination!

Food to Go
Leading in-store bakery and food 
to go supplier Country Choice 
provides high quality products, 
on-site training, equipment and 
point of sale to help you take 
advantage of the predicted 35% 
growth in Food to Go by 2021,2 
plus 15% discount on products.

Confectionery
Offer chocolate, boiled sweets, 
jellies and chews in £1 PMPs 
with the £One Pounders range 
from Golden Casket. You’ll get 
a 10% discount and free stands 
to create a prominent display.

Chilled and Frozen
Get a 5-29% discount on 
Eden Farm’s brands, including 
Tropicana, Muller, Wall’s, Birds 
Eye, and McCain. Eden Farm 
delivers nationally, so you can 
offer a one-stop solution to 
all your customers.

Parcel Collection
Earn extra income and increase 
footfall by becoming a Hermes 
ParcelShop. You’ll receive 40p 
for every parcel collection or 
drop-off. 

How does it work?
Visit www.planforprofit.co.uk

Click ‘Drop Shipment and 
Services’ and choose a supplier 
from a range of categories.

Click to receive a call back or 
visit within 48 hours.

Benefits
You will receive 
preferential terms4

One single monthly 
invoice

An easy-to-use directory

Will save you time

Want to find out more? For any further enquiries, contact 
Steve Hodson, Trading Controller, Drop Shipment and Services.

Greeting Cards
Enjoy 17.5% off from Card 
Connection and take a slice 
of the £1.7bn greeting cards 
market.3 All cards are available 
on a sale or return basis, with 
up to 50% POR.

1Supplier data 2Convenience Store 3Greeting Card Association

4Retail customers of Unitas Wholesale Depots will receive preferential terms

Prepare to Save More and Sell More with Unitas Drop Shipment 
and Services. By combining just these five suppliers, independent 
retailers are saving on average over £3,000 per year.1

Drop
Shipment
& Services

Back to contents page
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How can independent retailers make Easter (Sunday 21 April) an ‘egg’ellent success?

Spring into profit this Easter!

Self-Eat Treats, such as Crème Egg and Malteser Bunny, should be stocked from as 
early as January. Dual site them at the till and make the most of counter display units 
(CDUs) to drive impulse sales. 

Collect sales with confectionery

In 2018, confectionery sales grew 3.9% at Easter. Easter eggs alone generated £370m. Easter is the perfect 
time to drive recurring confectionery sales leading up to the main event, so plan your range to include 
items for all purchasing occasions.

Sharing Bags/Boxes will build excitement, so create extra space in your confectionery 
display for family sharing products. Bags of Cadbury Mini Eggs are popular for Easter 
baking. Hang them on clip strips around your store.

Gifting and Shell Eggs, from smaller items suited to Easter egg hunts through to shell 
eggs covering a choice of price points, are always popular. If shell eggs are not an 
opportunity for your store, think about merchandising alternatives such as chocolate 
blocks and boxes. A bottle of wine may also be a popular gifting choice for adults. 

For me

For us

For them

Build your range around three principles: premiumisation, sharing, and the Sunday meal essentials.

Premium:  Shoppers will be gifting or hosting, so well-known brands will be at the front 
of their mind. 

Sharing:  Easter is an event shared with friends and family, so sharing bags and boxes of 
confectionery and snacks will be popular.

Sunday lunch:  Help your shoppers complete the Sunday centrepiece by keeping well-stocked 
with wine for the dinner table and roast dinner essentials such as gravy, foil and condiments.

Click here to see Premier Food’s top tip for a perfect Sunday Meal >



Open for business!

Supermarkets will be closed on Easter Sunday, so use social media 
and store signs to let shoppers know you will be open in advance and 
you could win new business. Impress customers by providing excellent 
customer service, merchandising dinner essentials, wine and any 
remaining Easter confectionery in one easy to shop section. 

EASTER & ST PATRICKS DAY16

Pay attention to Irish licensed 
products including Irish Meadow, 
Baileys, Jameson, Tullamore 
Drew, Guinness, and Magners. 

Jameson sales leapt 174% ahead 
of St Patrick’s Day in 2017, while 
global Guinness sales more than 
double on the big day – so make 
sure your shelves and chiller are 
both well stocked.

St Patrick’s Day (Sunday 17 March)

Celebrate St Patrick’s Day in store to 
generate additional sales. Create an  
eye-catching display using Irish flags and 
clear POS and offer a range of  essentials 
for those hosting parties including:

• Sharing snacks

• Mixers

• Bunting

• Disposable plates and cups

Stock your shelves with these NEW Easter treats!

And don’t forget Cadbury’s ‘Hunt the White Crème Egg’ challenge, which returns with bigger 
prizes and more chances to win!

OPEN 
EASTER
SUNDAY





Which exciting products will your customers be looking for this month?

What’s new this spring?

Milkybar Mix Ups

For the first time since 1936, Nestle Confectionery is introducing 
milk chocolate into its Milkybar range with the multi-format 
launch of Milkybar Mix Ups this March. Available across singles 
(32.5g) bags (78g) and pouches (95g), the launch will be backed 
up by full point of sale, prefilled support in-store, and a strong paid 
media campaign across social media, digital and sampling.

McCoy’s Muchos

Already famous for the full-on flavour that helped to make it the UK’s 
number one ridged crisp, McCoy’s is “bringing the fiesta to the 
snacking market”  with McCoy’s Muchos – a distinctive,   
crescent-shaped folded tortilla crisp. Available from 17th March in 
Smoky Chilli Chicken and Nacho Cheese (80g, £1PMP grab bags). 
These innovative corn, wheat and potato-based crisps feature a 
unique blend of spices, beans and Mexican seasoning.

Nestle confectionery – new 25p range

Offer value to your customers with the new 25p price marked range 
from Nestle Confectionery. The new range includes family favourites 
such as Rowntree’s Randoms (20g), Animal Bar Milk Chocolate      
(19g), Milkybar Pieces (12g), Smarties Mini Bag (15g) and Milkybar 
Kid Bar (12g).

See NPD carousel  here >View the latest product launches 
on the Plan for Profit website >

Back to contents page
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A brilliant year for 
the Big Brand Event

Group

With more than 80 brands featured, 23 key suppliers 
involved and £24,000 in prizes given away, the  
Big Brand Event proved an enormous success. 

What was the Big Brand Event?
The Big Brand Event ran for one year from March 2018. The 12-month campaign was designed to give 
independent retailers more ways to drive sales and profits.

Every three weeks, a major brand offered retailers exclusive deeper cut deals, category advice, and 
competitions in the Unitas national promotional brochure.

 Thank you to our supplier partners!

       Coming soon… 

Keep your eyes peeled for our NEW campaign. A fresh, exciting initiative featuring a series of 
themed enhanced deals from Britain’s biggest suppliers. 

This new profit-driving event will be landing in a participating depot near you this June and is set 
to grow your profits throughout the year!

COMING 

SOON!

Back to contents page
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With Mother’s Day approaching on Sunday 31 March, which 
products will best help retailers generate extra sales and profits?

Watch your sales bloom 
this Mother’s Day!

One in five shoppers spend extra when celebrating Mother’s Day, giving 
independent retailers the chance to drive extra profits with premium products1.

Research also found that 31% of customers buy gifts and cards last minute, a 
significant opportunity for independent retailers who are well prepared for 
the event2.

What will customers be looking for?

Grab your customer’s attention and encourage link sales by 
merchandising your Mother’s Day range in a vibrant display3. 

Premium and sparkling wine at different price points. 

Chocolate boxes, including smaller boxes for children to 
buy with their pocket money.

Get creative by selling chocolate bouquets or gift boxes 
including wine and chocolates. 

Mother’s Day breakfast items. Inspire customers by 
highlighting your breakfast range with signage such as 
‘Treat your mum to breakfast’. 

Greetings cards (discover great deals here from Drop 
Shipment and Services).

Flowers – a great way to generate additional sales this 
Mother’s Day.

1Asian Trader   2 Talking Retail   3 Scottish local restriction may applyBack to contents page



How to drive your Mother’s Day 
sales with flowers

In the week before Mother’s Day 2018, card 
takings for florists rose by 18%4.  There is a 
great opportunity for independent retailers  
to steal a share of the flower market. 

1. If you have not stocked flowers before, 
Mother’s Day is a great occasion to trial       
a small range. Keep a record of what you 
sell to build on your range next year. 

2. Offer flowers at a range of price points   
for customers with different budgets,  
such as daffodils for £1-£2 alongside a  
medium-sized bunch for £5 and a larger 
bouquet for £10. 

3. Use social media and point of sale to let 
customers know you will have flowers in 
stock for the event. Display your range by 
your window or at the front of your store. 

4. Always make sure that your flowers are 
fresh, well-watered and away from the 
draft. There is nothing more off-putting   
to a customer than wilting blooms. 

Today’s Retailer asked 
Kenza Waddington, from 
London’s Peppermint 
Poppy florists, to give her 
advice to independent 
retailers preparing for 
Mother’s Day.

Which flowers are most popular on 
Mother’s Day?

“Spring flowers and simple, bold bouquets will    
sell well. A bunch of tulips or roses in soft pastel 
colours are popular every year.”

What’s the best schedule for stocking Mother’s 
Day flowers?

“Display your range on the day before, and the   
day of Mother’s Day. That’s when people will be  
looking for fresh flowers. Let your customers   
know in advance, so that they know you will 
have them in stock. Think about selling  
daffodils/small plants in advance so customers 
know you have a range in-store”

How can we get the longest shelf-life out 
of flowers?

“Cut part of the flower stem off, especially if it has 
been drying for a while whilst being transported, 
then simply feed it water.  Water has all the 
minerals a flower needs!”

Ask the Expert

4.

3.

2.

1.

      4 Retail Sector

8 MOTHERS DAY22





New regulations on tobacco products are introduced on 20 May 2019 to curb 
the illicit trade in tobacco. Are you prepared?

How to get ready for 
‘Track and Trace’

Dos and don’ts

What are the proposed sanctions for not 
complying with the Track and Trace regulations? 

Both manufacturers and distributors of tobacco will need to scan products to track their movements in and out 
of distribution centres.  The last scan occurs when the wholesaler sells the product to an independent retailer 
for the product to be sold to the consumer. This means that tobacco products will be trackable and traceable 
throughout the supply chain. 

What do retailers need to do?

Ahead of 20th May 2019, retailers will need 
to apply to receive the following codes;

•   Economic Operator Identifier Code  
•   For their business
• 
•   Facility Identifier Code 
•   For each store or premises which 
•   sells tobacco

Visit the Association of Convenience Stores 
(ACS) website for further updates on how to 
get your codes. 

If you have more than one store and want to 
move products between them, you do not 
need to track this movement.

However, you cannot sell or move products  
to a store that is not registered under your 
Facility Identifier Code.

Further information:

1. Check the ACS website for the latest  developments 
and read its Track and Trace Briefing.

2. Read HMRC’s Tobacco Traceability and Security 
Features document. 

DON’T buy from a wholesaler that 
doesn’t check your codes to scan the 
tobacco products.

DON’T move or sell products to a 
premises not registered with your 
Facility Identifier Code.

DO apply for your codes, once the 
application process is open.

DO sell through any un-trackable stock 
by 19th May 2020.

From the 19th May 2020;

1ACS
Back to contents page
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Retailer Naila Waseem nominated local 
lecturer Lorraine Wilkinson from Kircaldy 
Scotland as her Community Hero. 

From helping the young to the old, cooking 
lunches for the homeless, raising money for 
multiple charities, organising community 
events and even digging people out when 
it’s snowing, Lorraine is always going the 
extra mile for the people around her! 

Thanks to all of this and the admiration of 
her local retailer, Lorraine has been 
rewarded with £250 Love2shop vouchers 
from Unitas Wholesale Ltd.

Winner! 
Lorraine Wilkinson won our   
Community Hero Award! 

Do you have a local sports team, community group or youth club 
in need of new sports equipment?

Look out for our brand-new competition, launching in the next 
issue of Today’s Retailer!

WIN sports equipment for your local team!

Naila Waseem (Left) presenting the prize to Lorraine Wilkinson

Lorraine is an amazing person and a true hero, nothing  
is ever too much, and she is always at the front to help. 
I wish we all had someone like Lorraine in our community. 
                 Naila Waseem "
"

NEW
Competition!

Back to contents page
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Grow your sales with extra value deals!

The Plan for Profit website and app includes access to the 
latest deals on top-selling lines in Unitas member wholesaler 
depots across the UK.

Want to find deals at a depot near you? Use our deal finder and 
stock up on products that are sure to maximise your profits!

P3 'Extra-Value' Deals
From 18th February - 10th March 2019

Download the Plan for Profit app now to find exclusive deals at a 
depot near you. 

Start this year with unbeatable 
prices and profits!

You’re never too far away from 
some unbeatable deals for your store.
Visit the website deal finder now >

Back to contents page

IN DEPOT DEALS28



The updated Plan for Profit Impulse Category 
Guide is available now, featuring new products 
that reflect key changes in the impulse market.

The new guide features core and extended range guidance 
which reflects the growing demand for healthy products.  With 
sales of Diet Cola growing at almost 21% in value1, the guide is 
designed to help you meet this change in consumer behaviour.

‘Plan for Profit’ with 
the launch of the 
NEW Impulse guide!

What is included in the NEW guide?

The Plan for Profit Impulse Guide features updated core and extended range guidance for the soft drinks, 
crisps, snacks, and confectionery categories, to reflect the change in the market. 
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Impulse The Impulse category guide 
for the independent retailer2019

Download the app | Visit www.planforprofit.co.uk

1Coca-Cola 2Convenience Store 3IRI Symbols & Indies MAT 

4Convenience Store 4Scottish Local Retailer 

It also includes the introduction of impulse lines 
from own-brand ranges such as LSV, Lifestyle 
and Sunspring. These are now available 
exclusively from Unitas wholesale member 
depots following the merger of Today’s Group 
and Landmark Wholesale to become Unitas 
Wholesale Ltd.

Retailers can access the new guide via the Plan 
for Profit website, the ‘Plan for Profit’ App or by 
picking up a copy in a participating Unitas 
wholesale depot.  

Unitas Symbol and Retail Club retailers will 
receive the new guide in their Period 5 Point 
of Sale Kits which is due to arrive in March. 

Own Brand 
Exclusive

Back to contents page



‘Plan for Profit’ with 
the launch of the 
NEW Impulse guide!

What do customers want?

4 in 10 shoppers are looking for snacks with less sugar, lower 
fat content, and higher energy provision2.

The protein bar market is growing 62% year-on-year in 
Symbol and Independent stores3 

Demand is growing for “clean proteins” from plants, nuts 
and seeds4 

35% of shoppers want a dedicated selection of healthy 
options clearly marked in-store⁵

Learn more here>

What are key suppliers saying about the impulse category? 

Britvic

“After increased media attention on sugar and artificial ingredients, parents are 
increasingly worried about whether “kids drinks” are good enough for their 
children. As part of its health commitments, in 2014 Britvic proactively delisted 
added sugar Fruit Shoot from the UK market, removing approximately 2.2 billion 
calories from the kids category. The full Fruit Shoot range contains no added 
sugar and no artificial colours or flavourings.”  

KP

“Stocking the right core range best sellers, meeting the needs of the latest 
shopping habits and selecting the new products which truly deliver 
incremental sales is more important than ever. Bagged Snacks generate £3bn 
in sales each year, with 96% of people in the UK eating snacks and 7 in 10 
snacking at least once a day. So it’s key to get the Bagged Snacks category 
right to maximise this growing opportunity - which the Plan for Profit Impulse 
Guide can help you unlock.”   

Coca-Cola

“Shoppers are looking to take a more balanced approach to health that allows for 
both nutritional and indulgent choices. Nearly half of all Soft Drinks sales are 
from No or Low Sugar products, so ensure that you stock a wide choice of both. 
Sprite Zero, Fanta Zero and Dr Pepper Zero are the fastest growing Impulse 
Flavoured Carbonates. The focus on No/Low Sugar drinks is also pronounced in 
the Cola sector, with Diet Cola’s sales accounting for 60% of Cola sales.” 
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Great deals for your customers

Everyday value 
Offers available from

18th February 2019
- 

10th March 2019

Find these unbeatable deals at your Unitas member wholesaler>

Find out how to get these
deals in your store

Download promotions  
leaflet here

Doritos/Monster Munch/Wotsits/Quavers 6pk varieties as 
stocked 16g-30g

Dolmio Bolognese/Bolonese Extra 
varieties as stocked 500g PMP £1.89/Std

Cadbury/Nestle Countlines varieties as 
stocked 35g-52g

Strongbow Cloudy Apple 4x440ml PMP £4.50/Strongbow Original 4x440ml PMP £4.25/Stella Artois Pint 
Cans 4x568ml PMP £6.49

Blossom Hill Classics Red/Rose/White/Isla 
Negra Seashore varieties as stocked 75cl

 ANY 2 FOR

 99P  99P 
EACH

 £3.50
 £3.25

 £5.49

 99P 
EACH

Hartley’s Best varieties as stocked 
340g PMP £1.59

 99P 
EACH

 £4.99 
EACH

SAVE

£1*




